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Abstract—Wireless network emulators are being increasingly used for
developing and evaluating new solutions for Next Generation (NextG)
wireless networks. However, the reliability of the solutions tested on
emulation platforms heavily depends on the precision of the emulation
process, model design, and parameter settings. To address, obviate,
or minimize the impact of errors of emulation models, in this work,
we apply the concept of Digital Twin (DT) to large-scale wireless sys-
tems. Specifically, we demonstrate the use of Colosseum, the world’s
largest wireless network emulator with hardware-in-the-loop, as a DT
for NextG experimental wireless research at scale. As proof of concept,
we leverage the Channel emulation scenario generator and Sounder
Toolchain (CaST) to create the DT of a publicly available over-the-air
indoor testbed for sub-6 GHz research, namely, Arena. Then, we vali-
date the Colosseum DT through experimental campaigns on emulated
wireless environments, including scenarios concerning cellular networks
and jamming of Wi-Fi nodes, on both the real and digital systems. Our
experiments show that the DT is able to provide a faithful representation
of the real-world setup, obtaining an average similarity of up to 0.987 in
throughput and 0.982 in Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR).

Index Terms—Digital Twin, Wireless Channel Emulation, Experimental
Wireless Research, Ray-tracing, Channel Sounding, Mobile Networking.

1 INTRODUCTION

Current wireless technologies are the key enablers of the
digital world. They meet the ever-growing demand of con-
necting larger and larger groups of people, vehicles, wear-
ables, robots—virtually anything; they enable hosts of appli-
cations previously unthinkable: from autonomous vehicles
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roaming space and the oceans to life-saving telemedicine. A
lead actor in this wireless revolution is the 5th generation
mobile network (5G), which has taken decisive steps toward
redefining the cellular architecture. 5G provides unprece-
dented connectivity rates, capacity, and latency by open-
ing and streamlining access to the Radio Access Network
(RAN), using new frequency bands and advanced spectrum
management techniques [2]. The development of 6G is al-
ready undergoing and is expected to achieve even higher
capacity, lower latency, and increased bandwidth compared
to currently deployed 5G systems [3, 4], enabling the true
realization of the Internet of Things (IoT) and connecting
over 30 billion devices by 2030 [5].

In this context, powerful experimental wireless platforms
have been recently developed to provide an ecosystem for
advanced wireless research through repeatable and repro-
ducible experimentation and the creation of large datasets.
These platforms are becoming the nexus of Artificial In-
telligence (AI)-enabled wireless research, where researchers
can design, develop, train, and test new solutions for Next
Generation (NextG) wireless systems. Examples include the
US NSF Platforms for Advanced Wireless Research (PAWR)
program with its four at-scale, outdoor programmable plat-
forms [6], and indoor testbeds including the Drexel Grid [7],
ORBIT [8], and Arena [9].

While these testbeds provide good examples of indoor
and outdoor wireless propagation environments, their scale
can hardly capture the dynamics of real-world deployments.
Also, their scope is limited to the physical environment
where they are deployed. Alternatively, for site-independent
wireless experimentation, researchers can use large-scale
wireless emulation platforms. By emulating a virtually un-
limited variety of scenarios, these instruments are becoming
a key resource to design, develop, and validate networking
solutions in quasi-realistic environments, at scale, and with
a diverse set of fully-customizable Radio Frequency (RF)
channel conditions, traffic scenarios, and network topolo-
gies [7, 10, 11]. An exemplary large-scale emulation-based
wireless platform is Colosseum—the world’s largest wire-
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less network emulator with hardware-in-the-loop [10].
Solution development and testing for NextG networks

are in fact evolving toward integrating actual networked
systems with a digital model that provides a replica of the
physical network to be used for continuous prototyping,
testing, and self-optimization of the living network. These
Digital Twins (DTs) [12] are trending at the forefront of wire-
less research testing and prototyping [13]. Similar to the
DTs used for some time in the industrial sector, a digital
replica of a telecommunication network enables researchers
to design optimized network architectures and to develop
new AI-based features to further expand and enhance the
capabilities of NextG systems. In contrast to the currently
used simulation-based network planning tools, DT-based
systems will be connected to real-world deployed physical
subsystems with real-time feedback loops, providing high-
fidelity design and planning platforms.

While recent research focuses on NextG telecommunica-
tion systems as a technology for reliable two-way commu-
nication between specific physical objects and their digital
models, the realization of high-fidelity emulation-based DTs
for wireless systems as a whole, namely, a Digital Twins for
Mobile Networks (DTMN) [14, 15], is still a challenge largely
untackled. In this work, we provide the first demonstration
of the capabilities of Colosseum as a DTMN. Particularly, we
develop and test a comprehensive set of tools to: (i) create an
emulated DT of virtually any real-world wireless scenario in
Colosseum; (ii) validate the emulated environment through
channel sounding; and (iii) twin a standardized protocol
stack through a Continuous Integration/Continuous Deliv-
ery (CI/CD) framework. The first two elements are carried
out by using CaST, a channel emulation generator and sounder
toolchain, preliminarily presented in [1], which we extend to
include capabilities to realize the third element. As a use-
case, we leverage the extended version of CaST to create
and deploy a realistic DTMN of Arena [9], an over-the-air
wireless testbed, on Colosseum.

The main contributions of this work are:
• We extend CaST to develop the first DTMN on Colos-

seum, using Arena as a use case. This use case demon-
strates the scope and capabilities of Colosseum as a DT,
providing the research community with a set of tools to
twin real-world environments.

• We develop a CI/CD pipeline for real-time twinning
of selected protocol stacks, e.g., cellular and Wi-Fi. This
shows the flexibility of our tool by enabling researchers
to test the latest version of open-source protocols as they
are released, efficiently and automatically.

• We compare key network performance metrics, namely,
throughput and Signal to Interference plus Noise Ra-
tio (SINR), of the Arena/Colosseum DTMN to validate
the fidelity of our twinning process. This is performed
through a cellular network scenario with the open-
source srsRAN software suite implementation [16], and
via an adversarial jamming scenario using a GNU
Radio-based Wi-Fi protocol stack [17].

Results show that the twinning process is able to faith-
fully create a digital version of a real-world RF environment,
achieving an average normalized cross-correlation similarity
of 0.987 in throughput and 0.982 in SINR using the cellular
stack, and the Wi-Fi stack in the jamming scenario.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2 we provide a brief primer on the concept of DTs for
NextG systems in the context of wireless network emulators.
Section 3 presents the platforms that we use to develop and
implement our DTMN. Section 4 defines the steps required
for digitizing a real-world environment. Section 5 describes
our experimental setup and results. Section 6 surveys related
previous works. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 DIGITAL TWINS

The DT concept is finding increasing momentum as a means
of enhancing the performance of physical systems by using
their virtual counterparts [18]. The origin of this name is
universally credited to Grieves and Vickers [19], who define
a DT as a system consisting of three primary elements (Fig-
ure 1): (i) a physical product in the real world; (ii) a virtual
representation of the product in the virtual world; and (iii) a
connection of data and information tying the two.

Real World Virtual World

Data

Information
Physical Product  Digital Product  

Fig. 1: High-level representation of digital twin components.

Over the years, the DT idea has extended into new do-
mains, starting from its description and adding different
flavors to this concept. For example, some works consider
DT as an enabler for Industry 4.0 applications, as detailed
in [20], while others suggest its use in areas such as product
design, assembly, or production planning [21]. Moreover, the
continuous evolution of DTs and their applications ushered
the concept of Digital Twin Networks (DTNs), as systems in-
terconnect multiple DTs [22]. Finally, DTs have been adopted
in the context of the wireless communications ecosystem and
cellular networks.

In this work, we apply the concept of DT to experimen-
tal wireless research, and, to the best of our knowledge, in
what is the first example of DTMN for real-world applications.
Figure 2 shows a high-level diagram of all main components
of our DT representation. Specifically, we develop a set of
tools to create and validate a comprehensive digital repre-
sentation of a particular real-world system inside a virtual
environment. This would enable researchers to run wireless
experiments inside a DT of virtually any type of physical
environment; develop and test new algorithms; and derive
results as accurately and as close as possible to the behavior
that they would obtain in the real-world environment.

To this aim, we propose Colosseum, the world’s largest
wireless network emulator [10], as a DT for real-world wire-
less experimental testbeds and environments. Thanks to its
large-scale emulation capabilities, Colosseum twins both the
real and digital worlds by capturing conditions of real en-
vironments and reproducing them in a high-fidelity emula-
tion. This is done through so-called RF scenarios that model
the characteristics of the physical world (e.g., channel effects,
propagation environment, mobility, etc.) and convert them
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Fig. 2: Main components of our high-level representation of a DT.

into digital emulation terrains to be used for wireless ex-
perimentation. Colosseum can also twin the protocol stack
itself, i.e., it allows the deployment of the same generic
software-defined stacks that can replicate the functionalities
of real-world wireless networks, e.g., O-RAN managed cel-
lular protocol stacks [23, 24], orchestrators [25], and different
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) congestion control al-
gorithms [26].

Colosseum is not limited to Software-defined Radio
(SDR) devices, but it also supports the integration of Com-
mercial Off-the-Shelf (COTS) devices—as long as they ex-
pose RF connectors compatible with those of the Massive
Channel Emulator (MCHEM) USRPs, e.g., SMA connectors
or equivalent ones—as demonstrated in [27], where System-
on-Chip (SoC) boards running OpenWiFi are used. Addi-
tionally, custom equipment and waveforms can be inte-
grated within Colosseum, as demonstrated in prior work
where we integrated a proprietary jammer [28], and a radar
waveform [29], within the system.

Through the utilization of these scenarios and the twin-
ning of protocol stacks and generic waveforms, users can
collect data and test solutions in many different environ-
ments representative of real-world deployments, and fine-
tune their solutions before deploying them in production
networks to ensure they perform as expected. An example of
this is provided by [30], where data-driven solutions for cel-
lular networking were prototyped and tested on Colosseum
before moving them to other platforms. Overall, this allows
users to retain full control over the digitized virtual world,
to reproduce all—and solely—the desired channel effects,
and to repeat and reproduce experiments at scale. This is
particularly important for AI/Machine Learning (ML) ap-
plications [30], where: (i) access to a large amount of data
is key to designing solutions as general as possible; and
(ii) AI agents need to be thoroughly tested and validated in
different conditions to be sure they do not cause harm to the
commercial infrastructure.

To enable RF twinning between physical and digital
worlds in Colosseum, we utilize our recently developed
tool Channel emulation scenario generator and Sounder
Toolchain (CaST), an end-to-end toolchain to create and
characterize realistic wireless network scenarios with a high
degree of fidelity and accuracy [1]. CaST is composed of
two main parts: (i) a streamlined framework to create realis-
tic mobile wireless scenarios from real-world environments
(thus digitizing them); and (ii) a SDR-based channel sounder

to characterize emulated RF channels. The protocol stack
twinning is enabled by a Continuous Integration (CI) and
Continuous Delivery (CD) platform that can deploy in the
Colosseum system the latest, or a specifically desired, ver-
sion of a wireless protocol stack. We support any software-
defined stack that has been designed for real-world experi-
ments and have implemented a specific version of a CI/CD
framework for the OpenAirInterface 5G cellular implemen-
tation [31].

As proof of concept, we use CaST to create the DT of a
publicly available over-the-air indoor testbed for sub-6 GHz
research, namely Arena [9]. This allows us to showcase the
capabilities of Colosseum as a DT platform, as well as the
level of fidelity that can be achieved by the twinning process
and operations.

3 DIGITAL TWIN PLATFORMS

In this section, we describe the two platforms that are part
of our DT ecosystem: (i) Colosseum, for large-scale emula-
tion/digitization of physical environments, is described in
Section 3.1; and (ii) Arena, for over-the-air real-world exper-
imentation, in Section 3.2.

3.1 Large-scale Emulation: Colosseum

Colosseum is the world’s largest publicly available wire-
less network emulator with hardware-in-the-loop. At a high
level, Colosseum consists of five main components, depicted
in Figure 3 [10]: (i) 128 Standard Radio Nodes (SRNs); (ii) the
Massive Channel Emulator (MCHEM); (iii) the Traffic Gen-
erator (TGEN); (iv) the GPU nodes; and (v) the management
infrastructure.

The Standard Radio Nodes (SRNs), which are divided
into four quadrants, comprise 128 high-performance Dell
PowerEdge R730 compute servers, each driving a dedicated
USRP X310 SDR—able to operate in the [10MHz, 6GHz] fre-
quency range—through a 10 Gbps fiber cable. These servers
are equipped with Intel Xeon E5-2650 CPUs with 48 cores,
as well as NVIDIA Tesla K40m GPUs, to support heavy
computational loads (e.g., AI/ML applications) and be able
to properly drive their dedicated SDR. Users of the testbed
can reserve SRNs for their experiments through a web-
based Graphical User Interface (GUI), as well as specify the
date/time, and amount of time they need these resources
for. At the specified reservation time, Colosseum exclusively
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Fig. 3: Colosseum architecture, adapted from [10].

allocates the requested resources to the users and instanti-
ates on them a softwarized protocol stack—also specified by
the user when reserving resources—in the form of a Linux
Container (LXC). After these operations have been carried
out, users of the testbed can access via SSH to the allocated
SRNs, and use the softwarized protocol stack instantiated
on them (e.g., cellular, Wi-Fi, etc.) to drive the SDRs and
test solutions for wireless networking in a set of diverse
environments emulated by Colosseum.

These environments—called RF scenarios in the Colos-
seum jargon—are emulated by Colosseum MCHEM.
MCHEM is formed of 16 NI ATCA 3671 Field Programmable
Gate Array (FPGA) distributed across the four quadrants
of Colosseum. Each ATCA module includes 4 Virtex-7 690T
FPGAs that process through Finite Impulse Response (FIR)
filters the signals from/to an array of USRPs X310 (32 US-
RPs per MCHEM quadrant, for a total of 128 USRPs across
the four quadrants of Colosseum) connected one-to-one,
through SMA cables, to the USRPs driven by the SRNs con-
trolled by the users (see Figure 4).

SRN 1

SRN j

MCHEM
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USRP X310USRP X310
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USRP X310USRP X310 FIR 2
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Fig. 4: FPGA-based RF scenario emulation in Colosseum,
from [10].

Instead of being transmitted over the air, signals gener-
ated by the SRN USRPs are sent to the corresponding USRP
on the MCHEM side. From there, they are converted in
baseband and to the digital domain, and processed by the
FIR filters of the MCHEM FPGAs that apply the Channel
Impulse Response (CIR) corresponding to the RF scenario
chosen by the user of the testbed (see Figure 4).

Specifically, these FIR filters comprise 512 complex-
valued taps that are set to reproduce the conditions and
characteristics of wireless channels in real-world environ-
ments, i.e., the CIR among each pair of SRN. As an example,

and as depicted in Figure 4, signal xi generated by one of
the SRNs is received by the USRP of MCHEM and trans-
mitted to its FPGAs. Here, the FIR filters load the vector
hi,j corresponding to the 512-tap CIR between nodes i and
j (with i, j ∈ {1, ..., N} set of SRNs active in the user
experiment) from the RF scenario server, which contains a
catalog of the scenario available on Colosseum. Then, they
apply these taps to xi through a convolution operation. The
signal yj =

∑N
i=1 xi ∗ hi,j resulting from this operation,

i.e., the originally transmitted xi signal with the CIR of
the emulated channel, is finally sent to SRN j. Analogous
operations also allow Colosseum to perform superimposi-
tion of signals from different transmitters, and to consider
interfering signals (besides the intended ones), as it would
happen in a real-world wireless environment [32]. In this
way, thus, Colosseum can emulate effects typical of real and
diverse wireless environments, including fading, multi-path,
and path loss, in terrains up to 1 km2 of emulated area, and
with up to 80 MHz bandwidth, and can support the simulta-
neous emulation of different scenarios from multiple users.
Furthermore, Colosseum is capable of emulating node mo-
bility discretely. Every millisecond, the RF Scenario Server
loads different pre-defined channel taps into the Colosseum
FPGAs, effectively mimicking changes in channel conditions
resulting from node position changes.

Similarly to the emulation of RF environments, the Traffic
Generator (TGEN) allows users of the testbed to emulate
different IP traffic flows among the reserved nodes. This
tool, which is based on the U.S. Naval Research Laboratory’s
Multi-Generator (MGEN) [33], enables the creation of flows
with specific packet arrival distributions (e.g., Poisson, uni-
form, etc.), packet size, and rate. These traffic flows, namely
traffic scenarios, are sent to the SRNs of the user experiment
that, then, handles them through the specific protocol stack
instantiated on the SRNs (e.g., Wi-Fi, cellular, etc.).

Recently, Colosseum added various GPU nodes to the
pool of resources that can be reserved by users. These in-
clude two NVIDIA DGX servers, state-of-the-art comput-
ing solutions with 8 NVIDIA A100 GPUs each and inter-
connected through a Tbps internal NVlink switching inter-
face, and one large memory node (Supermicro SuperServer
8049U-E1CR4T) with 6 NVIDIA V100 GPUs, 128-core Intel
Xeon Gold 6242 CPUs, and 3 TB of RAM. These resources,
which can be reserved from the same web-based GUI used
for the SRNs, can stream data in real-time from/to the SRNs
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through high-speed links and have the capability of power-
ing computational-intensive workloads, such as those typi-
cal of AI/ML applications.

Finally, Colosseum includes a management
infrastructure—not accessible by the users—that is used to
maintain the rest of the system operational (see Figure 3).
Some of the services offered by this include: (i) servers
that run the website used to reserve resources on the
testbed; (ii) resource managers to schedule and assign
SRNs and GPU nodes to users; (iii) multiple Network
Attached Storage (NAS) systems to store experiment data
and container images; (iv) gateways and firewalls to enable
user access and isolation throughout experiments; and
(v) precise timing servers and components to synchronize
the SRNs, the GPU nodes, and the SDRs.

3.2 Over-the-Air Experimentation: Arena

Arena is an over-the-air wireless testbed deployed on the
ceiling of an indoor laboratory space [9]. The architecture
of Arena is depicted at a high level in Figure 5. Its main
building blocks are: (i) the ceiling grid; (ii) the radio rack;
and (iii) the server rack.

The ceiling grid concerns 64 VERT2450 omnidirectional
antennas hung off a 2450 ft2 indoor office space. These are
deployed on sliding rails and arranged in an 8 × 8 configu-
ration to support Multiple Input, Multiple Output (MIMO)
applications. The antennas of the ceiling grid are cabled
through 100 ft low-attenuation coaxial cables to the radio
rack. This is composed of 24 USRP SDRs (16 USRP N210 and
8 USRP X310) synchronized in phase and frequency through
four OctoClock clock distributors. Similarly to the USRPs
on Colosseum, these SDRs can be controlled through soft-
warized protocol stacks (e.g., cellular, Wi-Fi, etc.) deployed
on the compute nodes of the server rack, to which they
are connected through a Dell S4048T-ON Software-defined
Networking (SDN) programmable switch. The server rack
includes 12 Dell PowerEdge R340 compute nodes that are
powerful enough to drive the SDRs of the radio rack and
use them for wireless networking experimentation in a real
wireless propagation environment.

Because of the similarities offered by these two testbeds,
software containers can be seamlessly transferred between
the Colosseum and Arena testbeds with minimal modifica-
tions (e.g., specifying the network interface used to com-
municate with the SDRs), as discussed in Section 4.2.) As
we will show in Section 5, this allows users to design and
prototype solutions in the controlled environment provided
by the Colosseum digital twin, to transfer them on Arena, and

to validate these solutions in a real and dynamic wireless
ecosystem.

4 DIGITIZING REAL-WORLD ENVIRONMENTS

The process of digitizing real-world environments into their
DT representation is composed of different steps: (i) RF sce-
nario twinning, in which the physical environment is repre-
sented into a virtual scenario and validated thereafter; and
(ii) protocol stack twinning, in which softwarized protocol
stacks are swiftly transferred from the real world to the DT,
thus allowing users to evaluate their performance in the
designed virtual scenarios. We will describe these steps in
the remainder of this section.

4.1 RF Scenario Twinning

The RF scenario twinning operations are performed by
our Channel emulation scenario generator and Sounder
Toolchain (CaST) [1], which we made publicly available to
the research community.1 This tool allows users to charac-
terize a physical real-world RF environment and to convert
it into its digital representation, to be used in a digital twin,
such as the Colosseum wireless network emulator. CaST is
based on an open SDR-based implementation that enables:
(i) the creation of virtual scenarios from physical terrains;
and (ii) their validation through channel sounding opera-
tions to ensure that the characteristics of the designed RF sce-
narios closely mirror the behavior of the real-world wireless
environment.

4.1.1 Scenario Creation
The scenario creation framework consists of several steps
that capture the characteristics of a real-world propagation
environment and model it into an RF emulation scenario
to install on Colosseum. These steps, which are shown in
Figure 6, concern: (i) identifying the wireless environment
to emulate; (ii) obtaining a 3D model of the environment;
(iii) loading the 3D model in a ray-tracing software; (iv) mod-
eling nodes and defining their trajectories; (v) sampling the
channels between each pair of nodes; (vi) parsing the ray-
tracing output of the channel samples; (vii) approximating
the obtained channels in a format suitable for the emulation
platform (e.g., Colosseum MCHEM FPGAs); and, finally,
(viii) installing the scenario on Colosseum.

Identify the Wireless Environment. The first step con-
sists of identifying the wireless environment, i.e., the phys-
ical location to twin in the channel emulator. The area to

1. https://github.com/wineslab/cast
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model can be of different sizes, and representative of differ-
ent environments, e.g., indoor (see Section 5.3), outdoor (as
shown in [1]), urban, or rural.

Obtain the 3D Model. The second step concerns obtain-
ing the 3D model of the area to digitize. This can be obtained
from various databases, e.g., Open Street Map (OSM), which
is publicly available for outdoor environments or it needs to
be designed using 3D modeling software, e.g., SketchUp.

Load the Model in the Ray-tracer and Assign Material
Properties. The 3D model obtained in the previous step
needs to be converted into a file format (e.g., STL) suitable
to be loaded into a ray-tracing software, e.g., the MATLAB
ray-tracer or Wireless InSite (WI), a commercial suite of
ray-tracing models and high-fidelity Electro-Magnetic (EM)
solvers developed by Remcom [34]. Each object in the 3D
model imported by the ray-tracing software consists of sur-
faces, and the material properties of these surfaces should be
set to have reasonable ray-tracing results. The level of gran-
ularity in this step may depend on the ray-tracer platform,
e.g., in the WI, the material properties can be assigned to
each surface. In the current version of MATLAB ray-tracer,
this assignment is limited to the terrain and the buildings.
The flexibility in assigning materials with a high level of
detail leads to complex structures in the environment objects
and accurate ray-tracing results.

Model Nodes and Define Trajectories. Once the 3D
model of the environment has been loaded in the ray-tracing
software and the material properties are assigned, the ra-
dio nodes need to be modeled, which includes setting the
nodes’ radio parameters, modeling the antenna pattern, and
defining locations of the nodes in the physical environment.
These nodes can be either static or mobile, in which case their
trajectories and movement speeds need to also be defined.
The radio parameters of the nodes, e.g., carrier frequency,
bandwidth, transmit power, receiver noise figure, ambient
noise density, and antenna characteristics, need to be set as
well.

Sample the Channels. At this point, the channel is sam-
pled through the ray-tracing software with a predefined
sampling time interval Ts, which allows for capturing the
mobility of the nodes in a discrete way. To this aim, the node
trajectories are spatially sampled with a spacing Di = Vi ·Ts,
where Vi is the speed of node i. Since spatial consistency
plays a key role in providing a consisting correlated scat-
tering environment in the presence of mobile nodes, we
follow the 3GPP recommendations and consider a coherence
distance of 15 m to guarantee an apt spatial consistency [35].

Parse the Output. The next step consists of parsing the
ray-tracer output to extract a synchronized channel between
each pair of nodes in the scenario for each discrete time
instant t spaced at least 1 ms. The temporal characteristic of
the wireless channels is considered as a FIR filter, where the
CIR is time-variant and expressed by:

h(t, τ) =
Nt∑
i=1

c̃i(t) · δ(t− τi(t)), (1)

where Nt is the number of paths at time t, and τi and ci are
the Time of Arrival (ToA) and the path gain coefficient of the
i-th path, respectively. The latter is a complex number with
magnitude ai and phase φi

c̃i(t) = ai(t) · ejφi(t) (2)

Approximate the Channels. The CIR characterized in the
previous steps needs to be converted in a format suitable for
MCHEM FPGAs, e.g., 512 channel taps, 4 of which assume
non-zero values, spaced with steps of 10 ns and with a max-
imum excess delay of 5.12 µs. To do this, we leverage a ML-
based clustering technique to reduce the taps found by the
ray-tracing software, align the tap delays, and finalize their
dynamic range, whilst ensuring the accuracy of the emulated
scenario [36].

Install the Scenario. Finally, the channel taps resulting
from the previous steps are fed to Colosseum scenario gener-
ation toolchain, which converts them in FPGA-friendly for-
mat and installs the resulting RF scenario on the DT, ready
to be loaded on-demand by the RF Scenario Server.

4.1.2 Scenario Validation

Now that the scenario has been created and installed in the
DT, we validate its correct functioning through the channel
sounder embedded in CaST [1]. In doing this, we also en-
sure that the scenario installed in the DT closely follows the
behavior experienced in the real-world environment.

The main steps of CaST channel sounder, shown in blue
shades in Figure 7, are: (i) the transmission of a known code
sequence used as a reference for the channel sounding op-
erations; (ii) the reception of the transmitted code sequence,
processed by MCHEM through the channel taps of the em-
ulated RF scenario; (iii) the post-processing of the received
data and its correlation with the originally transmitted code
sequence; and (iv) the validation of the results with the
modeled channel taps.
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Fig. 7: CaST channel sounding workflow.
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The CaST sounder uses a transmitter and a receiver node
implemented through the GNU Radio open-source SDR de-
velopment toolkit [37]. This software toolkit allows imple-
menting and programming SDRs through provided signal
processing blocks that can be interconnected to one another.

In our sounding application, the transmitter takes as
input a known code sequence—how to derive the specific
code sequence is described in Section 5.1—and transmits it
to the receiver node through the wireless channel emulated
by the Colosseum DT through the RF scenario to evaluate.
The transmitted signal is composed of sequential repetitions
of the code sequence encoded through a Binary Phase-shift
keying (BPSK) modulation. While other modulation types
are not restricted, we leverage BPSK because it offers suf-
ficient channel information for the sounding in Colosseum.
Additionally, it allows for simple data computations that
are less susceptible to errors and approximations, resulting
in a cleaner and less disrupted signal. Data is streamed to
the USRP controlled by the SRN that transmits it to the
receiving node through MCHEM. For increased flexibility of
the channel sounder, CaST allows users to set various USRP
parameters, such as clock source, sample rate, and frequency.

At the receiver side, the SRN USRP samples the signal
sent by MCHEM, i.e., the transmitted signal processed with
the channel taps of the emulated scenario. This signal is
cross-correlated with the originally transmitted known code
sequence to extract the CIR h(t) of the emulated scenario,
and the Path Loss (PL) p(t). The CIR is then used to obtain
the ToA of each multi-tap component of the transmitted
signal, which allows measuring the distance between taps,
while the PL allows measuring the intensity and attenua-
tion of such components as a function of the time delay. To
perform the above post-processing operations, let c(t) be the
N -bit known code sequence, and sIQ(t) and rIQ(t) the In-
phase and Quadrature (IQ) components of the transmitted
(s(t)) and received (r(t)) signals, respectively. The IQ com-
ponents of the CIR are computed by separately correlating
rI(t) and rQ(t) (i.e., the I and Q components of rIQ(t)) with
the I and Q components of s(t) divided by the inner product
of the transmitted known sequence with its transpose:

hI(t) =
rI(t)⊗ sI(t)

sIT (t)× sI(t)
, (3)

hQ(t) =
rQ(t)⊗ sQ(t)

sQT (t)× sQ(t)
, (4)

where ⊗ is the cross-correlation operation [38] between two
discrete-time sequences x and y, which measures the simi-
larity between x and shifted (i.e., lagged) repeated copies of
y as a function of the lag k following:

χ(k) =
N∑

n=1

x(n) · y(n+ k), (5)

with χ denoting the cross-correlation and N the length of
the x sequence. It is worth noticing that if the considered
modulation is a BPSK, the denominator is equal to the length
N of c(t). The amplitude of the CIR can be computed as:

|h(t)| =
√
(hI(t))2 + (hQ(t))2 (6)

and the path gains as:

Gp(t)[dB] = 20log10(|h(t)|)− Pt −Gt −Gr, (7)

where Pt is the power of the transmitted signal, and Gt and
Gr are the transmitter and receiver antenna gains expressed
in dB.

4.2 Protocol Stack Twinning

The twinning of protocol stacks from real to virtual environ-
ments (and back) is key in the DT ecosystem, as it allows
users to swiftly transfer and evaluate real-world solutions
in a controlled setup through automated tools. Twinning
at the protocol stack level, combined with the RF scenario
twinning discussed in Section 4.1, makes it possible to seam-
lessly prototype, test, and transition end-to-end, full-stack
solutions for wireless networks to and from digital and
physical worlds. After validation in the controlled environ-
ment of the DT—to make sure whatever is tested works as
expected—the protocol stack solutions can be transitioned
back to real-world deployments where they are ultimately
used on a production network. As an example, in our prior
works [24, 30], we have shown how AI solutions for 5G
cellular networks trained and tested on the digital twin
environment—Colosseum—can be effective and also work
on real-world environments—Arena and the PAWR plat-
forms [6].

At a high level, the twinning of the protocol stack in-
volves: (i) tracking one or multiple remote, centralized ver-
sion control systems that host the code of the protocol stack;
and (ii) providing pipelines that can automatically replicate
the same software build in the digital and physical domains.
In addition, it is possible to embed automated steps for
the performance validation (i.e., profiling of relevant per-
formance metrics), similar to the scenario validation step of
CaST.
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User experiments 
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Over-the-air testbed
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image on Arena

User experiments 
(over-the-air)

Fig. 8: Protocol stack twinning workflow across a digital envi-
ronment, i.e., Colosseum, and two physical environments, i.e.,
Arena and a generic over-the-air testbed.

Figure 8 illustrates how the protocol stack twinning is
implemented in Colosseum (right), with extensions to a
generic over-the-air testbed (top left) and the specific in-
tegration with Arena (bottom left). The figure refers to a
project repository for a sample protocol stack, hosted on a
versioning platform that supports the git version control
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system (e.g., GitHub, GitLab, among others). In Colosseum,
we implemented this pipeline for the OpenAirInterface ref-
erence stack for 5G base stations and User Equipments
(UEs), and are working toward the integration of additional
components for O-RAN testing [30].

Whenever a new feature (i.e., a commit on selected
branches, or a pull request) is pushed to the target project
repository, a CI/CD framework implemented with Jenkins
and Ansible triggers the automated process in the digital
Colosseum domain. Specifically, Jenkins monitors the re-
mote repository and orchestrates the kickoff of the build job,
and Ansible applies the relevant configuration parameters
to the machine that actually executes the build job (e.g., a
Colosseum SRN or a dedicated virtual machine on AWS).
Once the build is successful, the Jenkins job packages the
output of the process into an LXC image which is stored on
the Colosseum NAS.

Once this is done, Colosseum can be further used to
perform automated testing, e.g., to automatically test solu-
tions and algorithms on the DT and collect relevant met-
rics from such experiments. These can be shared with the
relevant stakeholders, e.g., the developers of the protocol
stack framework being deployed and tested. Moreover, since
no over-the-air transmissions happen in Colosseum, as the
channels are emulated through MCHEM (see Section 3.1),
this DT environment enables users to test networking solu-
tions over frequencies and bandwidths that would normally
require compliance with the Federal Communications Com-
mission (FCC) regulations.

Finally, the image with the relevant components can be
used by experimenters in Colosseum or moved to the physi-
cal domain, e.g., Arena, for validation on a real-world infras-
tructure. In addition, the protocol stack can be twinned in
other over-the-air testbeds following their internal and cus-
tom CI/CD pipelines, as long as the centralized repository
that the different testbeds track provides shared specifica-
tions for the build environment (e.g., operating system, com-
piler versions, packages, etc.). As an example, the Colosseum
protocol stack twinning process already replicates internal
CI/CD pipelines used in the Eurecom/OpenAirInterface fa-
cilities [39].

5 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

This section discusses the capabilities of our DT system
through experimental evaluations, and it is organized as
follows: (i) we showcase CaST tuning process (Section 5.1);
(ii) we leverage CaST to validate Colosseum scenarios, both
with single and multiple taps (Section 5.2); (iii) we describe
the Arena scenario designed as part of this paper (Sec-
tion 5.3); and (iv) we compare some experimental use cases
(e.g., for cellular networking and Wi-Fi applications) both in
the Arena testbed and in its DT representation (Section 5.4).

5.1 CaST Tuning

As a first step, we tune CaST parameters and configurations
(see Section 4.1) outside the Colosseum channel emulator to
identify a code sequence with high auto-correlation and low
cross-correlation between transmitted code sequence and
received signal which functions well within our combination

of software and hardware. It is worth noting that the tuning
of CaST is a one-time operation, and it would need to be
repeated only upon changes in the Colosseum hardware
(e.g., radio devices and channel emulation system). This
step, which is key for CaST to be able to derive taps from
arbitrary CIRs, is performed in the controlled environment
shown in Figure 9.

USRP #2

GNU Radio
TX

Network 
Switch

OctoClock

Dell XPS

USRP #1

GNU Radio
RX

Fig. 9: Controlled laboratory environment used for the CaST
tuning process.

This consists of two USRP X310 SDRs equipped with
a UBX-160 daughterboard and synchronized in phase and
frequency through an OctoClock clock distributor to mirror
the same deployment used in Colosseum. Differently from
the Colosseum deployment, however, the two USRPs are
connected through a 12 inches SMA cable, and 30 dB attenu-
ators (to shield the circuitry of the daughterboard from direct
power inputs, as indicated in their datasheet). This is done
to derive the above-mentioned code sequences in a baseline
and controlled setup without additional effects introduced
by over-the-air wireless channels, or channel emulators. The
USRPs are connected through a network switch to a Dell
XPS laptop, used to drive them. The sounding parameters
used in this setup are summarized in Table 1. We consider
different values for the gains of the USRPs (i.e., in [0, 15] dB)
to evaluate their effect on the sounding results. The receiving
period time and data acquisition are set to 3 s.

TABLE 1: Configuration parameters used in the controlled lab-
oratory setup.

Parameter Value

Center frequency 1 GHz
Sample rate [1, 50] MS/s
USRP transmit gain [0, 15] dB
USRP receive gain [0, 15] dB

Finding the Code Sequence. Code sequences have been
widely investigated in the literature because of their role in
many different fields [40, 41]. Good code sequences achieve
a high auto-correlation (i.e., the correlation between two
copies of the same sequence), and a low cross-correlation
(i.e., the correlation between two different sequences). For
our channel-sounding characterization, we consider and test
four different code sequences by leveraging the laboratory
environment shown in Figure 9:

• Gold sequence. These sequences are created by leveraging
the XOR operator in various creation phases applied
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to a pair of codes, u, and v, which are called a pre-
ferred pair. This pair of sequences must satisfy specific
requirements to qualify as suitable for a gold sequence,
as detailed in [42]. Gold sequences have small cross-
correlation within a set, making them useful when more
nodes are transmitting in the same frequency range.
They are mainly used in telecommunication (e.g., in
Code-Division Multiple Access (CDMA)) and in satel-
lite navigation systems (e.g., in GPS). In this work, we
use a Gold sequence of 255bits generated with the MAT-
LAB Gold sequence generator system object with its
default first and second polynomials, namely z6 + z+1
and z6+z5+z2+z+1, for the generation of the preferred
pair sequences.

• Golay complementary sequence. Being complementary,
these sequences have the property that the sum of their
out-of-phase aperiodic auto-correlation coefficients is
equal to 0 [43]. Their applications range from multi-
slit spectrometry and acoustic measurements to Wi-Fi
networking and Orthogonal Frequency Division Multi-
plexing (OFDM) systems. In our tests, we use a 128-bit
type A Golay Sequence (Ga128) as defined in the IEEE
802.11ad-2012 Standard [44].

• Loosely Synchronised (LS) sequence. These sequences ex-
hibit the property of reaching very low auto-correlation
and cross-correlation values in a certain portion of time,
based on the maximum delay dispersion of the channel,
called Interference Free Window (IFW). This allows the
mitigation of the interference if the maximum transmis-
sion delay is smaller than the IFW length. In our exper-
iments, we use an LS sequence generated following the
directions in [45], and only leveraging the first codeset
of {−1, 1} without including the IFW.

• Galois Linear Feedback Shift Register (GLFSR) sequence.
These sequences add time offsets to Linear Feedback
Shift Register (LFSR) codes by leveraging extra XOR
gates at the output of the LFSR. This allows to achieve a
higher degree of randomness if compared to the clas-
sic LFSR, making them more efficient and fast in de-
tecting potential faults with increased auto-correlation
results [46]. In this paper, we leverage GNU Radio to
generate a 255-bits sequence with the following param-
eters: shift register degree 8, bit mask 0, and seed 1.

Each of these sequences has been separately used by the
transmitter node to construct the sending signal and to send
it to the receiver node with a sample rate of 1 MHz. After
that, the receiver node performs the post-processing opera-
tions. Results of 800µsCIR for each code sequence are shown
in Figure 10. We can notice that all code sequences are able
to correctly identify the starting position of the transmitted
signal, as shown by the peak values. The distance Dpeak of
each peak can be written as a function of the code length N
and the sampling rate SR.

Dpeak =
N

SR
(8)

Therefore, Dpeak is equal to 255 µs for the Gold, LS, and
GLFSR codes, each showing 3 transmitted sequences in Fig-
ure 10, and to 128 µs for the Ga128 code, which displays
6 sequences instead. We notice that GLFSR shows the highest
auto-correlation and lowest cross-correlation among the four
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Fig. 10: Correlation of different code sequences in the controlled
laboratory environment.

considered code sequences. This results in an overall cleaner
CIR. For these reasons, we adopt the GLFSR code sequence
in our experimental evaluation through CaST.

CaST Validation in a Laboratory Environment. After
identifying the code sequence for our application, we evalu-
ate CaST in the laboratory setup shown in Figure 9. To this
aim, we test our sounder with a GLFSR code sequence and
various configuration parameters, e.g., sample rate, center
frequency, and antenna gains, to study its behavior and
gather reference information to be leveraged in the Colos-
seum experiments. Figure 11 shows a time frame of the
received path gains for the case with 0 dB (blue line in the
figure), and 30 dB total transmit and receive gains (15 dB at
both transmitter and receiver sides, orange line).
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Fig. 11: Received path gains in the controlled laboratory envi-
ronment with 0 and 30 dB total transmit and receive gains use
cases (15 dB at both transmitter and receiver sides).

The figure shows signals that repeat based on the length
of the transmitted code sequence, i.e., every 255 sample
points (or equivalently every 255µs, since one point equals to
1/sample rate = 1 µs). The peaks represent the path loss of
the single tap of this experiment, which are equal to 34.06 dB
for the 0 dB case, and 5.24 dB for the 30 dB case. Since we
have 30 dB attenuation in this validation setup, these results
are in line with our expectations (with some extra loss due
to the physical components of the setup, e.g., cable attenu-
ation and noise). We also notice that in the 30 dB case, the
measured loss is slightly more severe due to imperfections
in the power amplifiers of the USRPs. We use these results
as a reference for our channel-sounding operations.
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5.2 Validation of Colosseum Scenarios through CaST

After the tuning and validation in the controller laboratory
environment, we can leverage CaST to validate the behav-
ior of Colosseum MCHEM. We deploy the CaST sounder
on the Colosseum wireless network emulator by creating
an LXC container from the open-source CaST source code.
This container, which has been made publicly available on
Colosseum, contains all the required libraries and software
to perform channel-sounding operations, as well as for the
post-processing of the obtained results. This enables the re-
usability of the sounder with different SRNs and scenarios,
as well as portability to different testbeds (e.g., to the Arena
testbed described in Section 3.2). It also allows the automa-
tion of the channel sounding operations through automatic
runs supported by Colosseum, namely batch jobs.

To achieve our goal of characterizing MCHEM, we test
a set of synthetic RF scenarios (i.e., single- and multi-tap
RF scenarios) on Colosseum, i.e., scenarios created specifi-
cally for the purpose of channel sounding. These scenarios
have been manually generated with specific channel char-
acteristics to validate the behavior of MCHEM, and have
been made publicly available for all Colosseum users. The
parameters used in this evaluation are the same as the ones
in Table 1 with the only exception of the sample rate that is
set at 50 MS/s to have a 20 ns resolution (thus being able to
properly retrieve tap delays and gains), and the GLFSR code
sequence found above.

Single-tap Scenario. The first synthetic RF scenario that
we consider is a single-tap scenario with nominal 0 dB path
loss (i.e., 0 dB of path loss added to the inherent loss of the
hardware components of the testbed). To find the base loss
of MCHEM, i.e., the loss due to Colosseum hardware-in-
the-loop, we instantiate CaST on 10 SRNs, and sound the
channels among them, measuring the path loss of each link,
shown in Figure 12.
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Fig. 12: Path loss heatmap as measured by CaST in a 0 dB
Colosseum RF scenario with 10 SRNs.

Each cell in the figure represents the average path loss for
2 s of reception time between transmitter (row) and receiver
(column) nodes. Results show an average Colosseum base
loss of 57.55 dB with a Standard Deviation (SD) of 1.23 dB.
We also observe that the current dynamic range of Colos-
seum is approximately 43 dB, i.e., between the 57.55 dB base
loss at 1 GHz and the noise floor of −100 dB.

Multi-tap Scenario. The second synthetic RF scenario
that we consider is a four-tap scenario in which taps have

different delays and path gains. We characterize such a sce-
nario on Colosseum through CaST channel sounding opera-
tions. Results for the emulated and modeled path gains for a
single time frame are shown in Figure 13 in blue and orange,
respectively.
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Fig. 13: Comparison between emulated and modeled path gains
in Colosseum for a single time frame.

We notice that the ToAs match between the modeled
CIR and the taps emulated by the Colosseum RF scenario,
namely they occur at 0, 1.28, 2, and 4 µs. We also notice
that the received powers are in line with our expectations.
Indeed, by adding the Colosseum base loss computed in the
previous step to the power measured by CaST (in blue in the
figure), we obtain the modeled taps (corresponding to −3,
−20, −15, and −8 dB, shown in orange in the figure).

We now analyze the accuracy of the measurements per-
formed with CaST by computing the relative difference be-
tween the emulated taps over time. We do so by considering
1, 500 time frames. Results show that the average difference
between the strongest tap of each time frame is in the order
of 10−6 dB, with a SD of 0.03 dB. Analogous results occur
for the second tap—which is the weakest tap in our modeled
CIR—with a SD of 0.17 dB, and for the third and fourth taps.
Finally, differences between the first and second taps of each
time frame (i.e., between strongest and weakest taps in our
modeled CIR) amount to 0.52 dB with a SD of 0.18 dB. These
results are a direct consequence of the channel noise, which
impacts weaker taps more severely.

Overall, results demonstrate MCHEM accuracy in em-
ulating wireless RF scenarios in terms of received signal,
tap delays, and gains. This also shows CaST effectiveness
in achieving a 20 ns resolution, thus sustaining a 50 MS/s
sample rate, and a tap gain accuracy of 0.5 dB, which allows
CaST to capture even small differences between the modeled
and emulated CIR.

5.3 Arena Digital Twin Scenario
We use Sketchup [47] software to create a 3D representation
of the Arena testbed. This software allows users to model
a broad range of environments starting from an architec-
tural layout (e.g., of the Arena testbed, a picture of which
is shown in Figure 14a), and with different surface render-
ings, e.g., glass walls and windows, wooden walls, carpeted
floors [47]. The resulting 3D model (shown in Figure 14b)
is then fed to the ray-tracing software, Wireless inSite [34] in
this case, to create a DT scenario on Colosseum following the
steps described in Section 4.1.

For the developed Arena scenario, we model the antenna
points of the Arena testbed in 32 locations (one for each
antenna pair), as well as 8 static nodes distributed in their
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(a) Real-world location (b) Digital-twin scenario

Fig. 14: The conversion from a real-world location, into a digital
medium scenario used to create the digital twin representation.

surroundings, and 2 mobile nodes traversing the laboratory
space at a constant speed of 1.2 m/s. The height of the
nodes (both static and mobile) is set to 1 m, e.g., to emulate
handheld devices, or devices lying on table surfaces. The
modeled locations and nodes are shown in Figure 15, where
the red circles represent the antenna pairs of Arena, while
the blue squares and green pentagons identify the static and
mobile nodes, respectively. The dashed green arrows denote
the movement direction of the mobile nodes. By using a
Dell T630 machine with 2 Xeon E52660 14 cores CPU, 128 GB
RAM, and Tesla K40 GPU, the ray-tracing operations of this
scenario took 14 h and 21 m, while the channel approxi-
mation process 2 h and 33 m. Additionally, the installation
process in Colosseum required around 19 h and 30 m by
leveraging a virtual machine hosted on a Dell PowerEdge
M630 Server with 24 CPU cores and 96 GB of RAM. It is
worth noting that these are one-time operations and the
scenario is played on-demand right away afterward.

Figure 16 shows the heat map of the path loss among
the transmit-receive node pairs (the mobile nodes are con-
sidered in the starting position on the left). As expected,
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Fig. 15: Location of the nodes in an Arena DT scenario.
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Fig. 16: Heat map of the path loss among the nodes of Figure 15,
with a line separator between antenna, static, and mobile. The
mobile nodes are considered in the starting position on the left.

closer nodes experience a lower path loss, which increases
with the distance between the nodes. A similar trend is also
visible for the static nodes, even though this is less noticeable
due to their scattered locations. On the other hand, due to
their remote starting locations on the side of the room, the
mobile nodes exhibit a very high path loss against all nodes,
as depicted in Figure 16. These path losses decrease as they
get closer to each node on their path, and increase again
while reaching their end locations on the other side of the
room.

5.4 Experimental Use Cases
In this section, we show outcomes of relevant experimental
use cases run on both the Arena testbed, as well as on its DT
representation. The first use case involves the deployment
of a cellular networking system using the srsRAN software
suite, while the second one encompasses a Wi-Fi adversarial
jamming use case built on GNU Radio.

5.4.1 Cellular Networking
Single BS. In the first cellular networking use case, we
leverage SCOPE [48]—an open-source framework based
on srsRAN [16] for experimentation of cellular networking
technologies—to deploy a twinned RAN protocol stack with
one Base Station (BS) and three UEs in the Arena over-the-air
testbed and in the Colosseum emulation system. The same
node positions, shown in Figure 17, are used in the two
platforms: the BS, which transmits over a 10 MHz spectrum,
is located on node 12, two static UEs on nodes 34 and 37, and
one mobile UE on node 41. In Arena, UEs are implemented
through commercial smartphones (Xiaomi Redmi Go), while
on Colosseum, they are deployed on the SDRs of the testbed.
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We conduct two experiments on each system: the first
one involves a downlink User Datagram Protocol (UDP)
traffic sent at a 5 Mbps rate; the second one TCP downlink
traffic. The traffic generation for each experiment is achieved
using iPerf, a benchmarking tool designed for assessing the
performance of IP networks [49]. The following results show
the average of at least 5 separate experiment realizations.

Figure 18 shows the UDP downlink throughput for static
(blue and orange lines), and mobile (yellow line) nodes on
the Arena (Figure 18a) and Colosseum (Figure 18b) testbeds.
We can notice similar trends and patterns exhibited on both
testbeds. Specifically, the throughput of the static nodes re-
mains stable around 5 Mbps in both Colosseum and Arena,
where we notice a less stable behavior due to the use of over-
the-air communications, and potential external interference.
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Fig. 18: UDP downlink throughput of the cellular use case on
the Arena and Colosseum testbeds.

As expected, the throughput of the mobile node—that starts
from the top-left location shown in Figure 17 and travels to
the right along the trajectory depicted with the green line in
the figure—increases as the node gets closer to the BS (where
it reaches a 5 Mbps peak), and then decreases as the node
gets farther away.

Figure 19 and Figure 20 plot the TCP downlink through-
put and SINR results of the second experiment for static
(blue and orange) and mobile (yellow) nodes on Arena (Fig-
ure 19a and Figure 20a) and Colosseum (Figure 19b and
Figure 20b). Also in this use case, a similar pattern is clearly
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Fig. 19: TCP downlink throughput of the cellular use case on the
Arena and Colosseum testbeds.
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Fig. 20: TCP SINR of the cellular use case on the Arena and
Colosseum testbeds.

noticeable. In particular, the two static nodes maintain a
relatively stable throughput of the nominal 5 Mbps TCP
traffic on both testbeds with no apparent impact during the
passage of the mobile UE close to the static UEs, which in
the Arena case is moved manually. This behavior is visible in
the SINR results, which show a decrease due to the created
interference when the mobile node approaches each of the
static UEs. The mobile node exhibits a similar trend with two
high peaks in throughput on both systems. These peaks can

be attributed to the TCP protocol, which retransmits data
to ensure delivery in case of packet failures as soon as the
signal improves, resulting in higher application throughput
values compared to the nominal 5 Mbps. Specifically, each
peak corresponds to the time right after the mobile device
transitions close to static node 1 (around time 10 s), and then
to static node 2 (around time 15 s). Due to the increased
interference, the mobile node loses more packets, which will
eventually be retransmitted.

Multiple BSs. In the second cellular networking use case,
we use a similar setup as for the first experiment by lever-
aging SCOPE and Xiaomi Redmi Go phones to deploy a
twinned srsRAN protocol stack with two BSs located in posi-
tions 10 (BS 1) and 25 (BS 2), as shown in Figure 21. We assign
three UEs to each BS, for a total of 6 UEs (i.e., the number of
smartphones currently at our disposal). Specifically, UE 1,
UE 2, and UE 3 are assigned to BS 1, while UE 4, UE 5, and
UE 6 are assigned to BS 2.
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Fig. 21: Location of the nodes in the multiple BSs cellular use-
case, consisting of 2 BSs (BS 1, BS 2), and 6 static UEs, equally
assigned to each BS: UE 1, UE 2, and UE 3 for BS 1; UE 4, UE 5,
and UE 6 for BS 2.

Once each UE has completed the attachment proce-
dures, we initiate a continuous 5 Mbps UDP downlink traf-
fic stream from each smartphone using iPerf towards its
corresponding BS. Figure 22 shows the average downlink
throughput results over a period of more than 30 minutes of
data collection, along with 95% confidence intervals. These
metrics are collected at the data-link layer at the BS level
through the SCOPE framework. We observe that all UEs are
able to consistently ensure the 5 Mbps throughput with a
very low 95% confidence interval showing an average mar-
gin of error of 0.02 Mbps. This demonstrates the accuracy
of the digital twin representation, even in the presence of
multiple BSs and UEs, showcasing the scalability of our
DTMN.
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Fig. 22: Downlink throughput average results and 95% confi-
dence interval of the second cellular networking use-case with
2 BSs and 6 UEs.
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Comparison. By analyzing the results after the UEs have
completed the attachment procedures, we can assess the
similarity between the two testbeds by following

ρ(k) =

∑N
n=1(x(n)− x̄)(y(n+ k)− ȳ)√∑N

n=1(x(n)− x̄)2
∑N

n=1(y(n)− ȳ)2
, (9)

which measures the normalized cross-correlation ρ(k) be-
tween the Arena data sequence, denoted as x(n), and shifted
lagged copies of the Colosseum data sequence, denoted as
y(n), as a function of the lag k. In this context, x̄ and ȳ
represent the means of the input sequences and N is their
length. If x(n) and y(n) have different lengths, zeros are
appended to the end of the shorter vector to ensure both
sequences have the same length N .

Table 2 presents the normalized cross-correlation results
and their averages for throughput and SINR of each UE,
considering the maximum values between 10 lags, of the
UDP and TCP single BS use-case experiments. The multiple
BSs experiments would yield similar comparison results.

TABLE 2: Normalized cross-correlation results, and their aver-
ages, considering the maximum values between 10 lags for the
single BS cellular experiment.

Metric Static
UE 1

Static
UE 2

Mobile
UE 3

Average

UDP Throughput 0.986 0.998 0.999 0.994
TCP Throughput 0.937 0.998 0.998 0.978
TCP SINR 0.997 0.994 0.982 0.991

We can observe a very high similarity between the two
testbeds in all use-case experiments, with individual UE
values consistently above 0.93 and an average exceeding 0.97
for each use-case metric. It is worth noting, as observed in
Figure 20, that the SINR results in Arena are quite similar
from UE 1 and UE 3, and they present a fixed difference of
about 5 dB compared to Colosseum for UE 2. This difference
can mainly be attributed to the additional and uncontrolled
interference and impairments of a real-world RF environ-
ment, as well as the different power levels between a sim-
ulated UE and a real smartphone. However, these variances
can be compensated for in the DT by adjusting factors such
as the node gains at the transmitter and receiver, as well as
by adding stochastically representative interference models
to the channel that represents the real-world behavior more
closely. These findings confirm the capabilities of the DT to
perform emulated cellular experiments that closely replicate
the behavior of real-world setups and environments, even in
the presence of mobile nodes.

5.4.2 Wi-Fi Jamming
Adversarial jamming has continuously plagued the wire-
less spectrum over the years with the ability to disrupt,
or fully halt, communications between parties. While there
are potential solutions to specific types of jamming, due
to the open nature of wireless communication, this kind
of attack continues to find ways to be effective. However,
the development of new techniques to counter this attack
is not always straightforward, as even experimenting with
possible solutions requires complying with strict FCC reg-
ulations [50]. Even though some environments allow for

jamming research, e.g., anechoic chambers or Faraday cages,
these setups can hardly capture the characteristics and scale
of real-world network deployments. To bridge this gap, a
DT environment—such as the Colosseum wireless network
emulator—could be fundamental in further developing tech-
niques for jamming mitigation research as shown in our pre-
vious work in [28] where we implement jamming software
within Colosseum to test the impact that jamming signals
have within a cellular scenario as well as compare real-world
and DT throughput results.

Here, we leverage the GNU Radio-based IEEE 802.11
implementation [17] to deploy two Wi-Fi nodes (Transmit-
ter (TX) and Receiver (RX)) communicating over a 20 MHz
spectrum on the Arena testbed [9]. Additionally, we leverage
GNU Radio to deploy a jammer (both stationary and mobile)
that transmits Gaussian noise signals to hamper the correct
functioning of our Wi-Fi network. Our setup can be seen in
Figure 23. For the sake of fairness in the transmitted signals,
in the stationary case, we deployed our nodes so that the
Wi-Fi transmitter and jammer are at the same distance from
the Wi-Fi receiver. We consider two common forms of static
jamming: (i) jamming through narrowband signals (shown
in Figure 24a); and (ii) jamming through wideband signals
(Figure 24b).
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Fig. 23: Location of the nodes in the jamming experiment, con-
sisting of three static (1, 8, 9) and one mobile (41).

The first type of jamming only occupies a small portion of
the Wi-Fi bandwidth (i.e., ∼156 kHz), resulting in a minimal
displacement of the Wi-Fi signals. On the contrary, the latter
covers half of the spectrum used by the Wi-Fi nodes (i.e.,
10 MHz), causing larger disruptions in the network.

Static Jamming. Figure 24 evaluates how narrowband
and wideband stationary jammers impact the throughput
and SINR of a Wi-Fi network in the real and DT-based sce-
narios. In this experiment, the Wi-Fi nodes communicate for
60 seconds, and the jammer starts transmitting at second 20
for a duration of 20 seconds. Specifically, Figure 24a shows
Wi-Fi throughput and SINR for the narrowband jamming
experiment in both the real-world and DT, while the wide-
band jamming experiment throughput and SINR results as
perceived by the Wi-Fi nodes are shown in Figure 24b.

By looking at the narrowband jamming case, we notice
that in the real-world experiment, the Wi-Fi throughput
achieves between 5 and 6 Mbit/s when there is no jammer
(Figure 24a). Once the jammer starts (at second 20), we notice
a rapid decrease in the throughput (i.e., between 37% and
43% decrease). The wideband jammer (Figure 24b), instead,
has a more severe impact on the Wi-Fi throughput, causing a
performance drop between 94% and 96% (with the through-
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Fig. 24: Throughput and SINR results on the Arena and Colos-
seum testbeds of the jamming experiments for the narrowband
and wideband use cases. The spectrogram is shown for both
forms of jamming, showing the wideband and narrowband
signals over a channel.

put achieving values between 220 and 290 kbit/s). In both
narrowband and wideband cases, we notice that the behav-
ior obtained in the DT is consistent with that of the real-
world scenario. Analogous trends can be seen for the SINR
of both signal types, where the narrowband jammer causes
an SINR decrease of approximately 20 dB (i.e., ∼77% de-
crease), while the wideband jammer of approximately 25 dB
(i.e., ∼92% decrease) in the real-world scenario. Similarly to
the previous case, results are consistent with those of the DT.

Mobile Jamming. Now, we evaluate the impact that
a narrowband and wideband mobile jammer (node 41 in
Figure 23) moving at pedestrian speed has on the Wi-Fi
throughput. Wi-Fi nodes are located as in the previous case,
i.e., nodes 8 and 9 in the figure. Results are shown in Fig-
ure 25. As expected, the impact of the jamming signal on
the Wi-Fi throughput varies as the jammer moves closer or
farther from the Wi-Fi receiver, and it also depends on the
type of jamming, i.e., narrowband vs. wideband. Specifically,
as the jammer gets closer to the Wi-Fi nodes (i.e., seconds 5 to
30) in the narrowband case, we observe a ∼90% decrease in
the Wi-Fi throughput in both real-world and DT scenarios
(see Figure 25a). A comparable decrease can be observed
in the SINR as well, where we notice a clear drop in both
the over-the-air Arena case and the DT of about ∼65% in a
lookalike trend. Following a similar pattern, in the wideband
case, we observe a more pronounced drop as the jammer
approaches (i.e., seconds 5 to 30), reaching peaks near 100%
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Fig. 25: Impact of a moving jammer for narrowband (a) and
wideband (b) use cases on the throughput and SINR of Wi-Fi
nodes on Arena and Colosseum testbed.

drops in throughput and SINR in the closest locations with
the nodes at around second 15.

Comparison. As for the cellular experiment, Table 3
shows the normalized cross-correlation results and their av-
erages, considering the maximum values between 10 lags,
for each jamming experiment. We observe a strong similarity
between the two testbeds in both static and mobile experi-
ments, with individual values consistently above 0.93.

TABLE 3: Normalized cross-correlation results, and their aver-
ages, considering the maximum values between 10 lags for each
jamming experiment.

Metric Narrowband Wideband Average

Static Throughput 0.996 0.982 0.989
Static SINR 0.986 0.984 0.985
Mobile Throughput 0.982 0.993 0.988
Mobile SINR 0.993 0.935 0.964

Overall, considering all sample experiments in this work,
our DTMN is able to achieve an average similarity of 0.987
in throughput and 0.982 in SINR. These results prove the
ability of our system to properly emulate various use case
experiments with different protocol stacks and scenarios.

6 RELATED WORK

The concept of DT is rapidly gaining momentum in both in-
dustry and academia. Initial approaches showcase the use of
DTs for industry 4.0 [20], and to assist design, assembly, and
production operations in the manufacturing process [21]. A
comprehensive literature review on DT-related applications
in manufacturing is provided by Kritzinger et al. in [51].

Recently, researchers and practitioners have started to
apply the concept of DT to the wireless ecosystem due to the
potential of digitalization processes, and easier integration
and monitoring of interconnected intelligent components, as
Zeb et al. discuss in [52]. Nguyen et al. theoretically discuss
how DTs can enable swift testing and validation on real-time
digital replicas of real-world 5G cellular networks [53], while
Khan et al. provide the architectural requirements for 5G-
oriented DTs, mentioning them as key components for the
development of 6G networks [54]. He et al. leverage the DTs
and mobile edge computing in cellular networks to enhance
the creation of digital models affected by the straggler effect
of user devices in a Federated Learning (FL) process [55].
Lu et al. incorporate DTs into wireless networks to mitigate
long and unreliable communications among users and BS
and define a permissioned blockchain-based FL framework
for edge computing [56]. Zhao et al. combine DTs with
software-defined vehicular networks to learn, update, and
verify physical environments to foresee future states of the
system while improving the network performance [57].

Overall, the above works agree on the potential of DTs in:
(i) assessing the network performance; (ii) creating realistic
and accurate system models; (iii) predicting the impact of
changes in the deployment environment; and (iv) reacting
and optimizing the performance of the network.

The works most similar to our CaST toolchain in model-
ing and simulating channel characteristics are those of Pat-
naik et al. [58], Ju and Rappaport [59], Bilibashi et al. [60],
and Oliveira et al. [61]. Specifically, Patnaik et al. compare
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the response of FIR filters with their simulated counter-
part [58], while Ju and Rappaport devise a technique to im-
prove the representation of channel impairments and varia-
tions for adaptive antenna algorithms in a mmWave channel
simulator [59]. Bilibashi et al., and Oliveira et al., instead,
leverage ray-tracing approaches to include mobility in the
emulated channels in [60] and [61], respectively. However,
these works only target specific use cases, and they cannot
model generic scenarios and deployments, as instead our
CaST toolchain does.

Finally, to the best of our knowledge, there are no prac-
tical works that encompass all the various building blocks
of a DT system, from channel characterization and modeling
to large-scale experimentation on a DT, to real-world valida-
tion on an over-the-air testbed, as instead, we carry out in
this work.

7 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we applied the concept of DT to the wireless
communication field, and we have presented Colosseum,
the World’s largest wireless network emulator, as an ideal
candidate for a DTMN. We demonstrated its capabilities by
digitizing an over-the-air testbed, namely Arena, and by, first
tuning, and then running various use case experiments on
both testbeds. The results showed that the DT is able to ac-
curately represent the real-world environment. Thanks also
to its public release, the Colosseum DT enables the whole
research community to properly run wireless experiments
and to generate results as accurate as possible to the ones
from real-world experimentation.
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